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KNOWING AND GROWING

", . . think on these things."
Philippians 4:8

Here is a quotation from a recent issue of the Wall Street
Journal. The article from which the quotation is taken was headlined,
"Recruiting of Athletes Intensifies as Colleges Seek Prestige and Money"

"It's springtime—time to begin harvesting the football
players again.

"The college coaches and alumni are already out gleaning the
field for 280 pound high school tackles with good lateral
movement and a thirst for blood. Other athletes are not
being forgotten, of course. The basketball center who can
slap the rim with ease is a prized property, and so are
some track stars, wrestlers, and others. The hottest prospects
are being buried in scholarships." *

Here is another item from the Wall Street Journal printed just
three days later and headlined, "School Budget Pinch":

"Cincinnati high schools may not field football teams next
fall. Los Angeles schools face a possible cut-back in bus
service, Sehools elsewhere are eliminating driver training
and remedial reading programs, as well as pinching pennies
on maintenance by skimping on painting and window washing."

"These forced economies reflect an increasingly common
conditions-hardening of public attitudes toward increases
in looal educational outlays. In one community after
another voters are rejecting proposed school budgets as
too high and turning down proposals for bond issues to
finance construction of new schools." **

Now I am not so naive as to believe that the facts recorded in
this latter item are due solely to the general public's deepening
realization of just what is and what is not education. The failure of
bond referendums is no doubt primarily due to what fund raisers often
refer to as P.B.P.I.—pocket-book-protection-instinct. But there is
nevertheless just a slight possibility that some citizens may be doing
a bit of soul searching on the subject of just what does constitute
education, and what is the primary purpose of educational institutions
and systems.
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